
THE BLACK BOX TREASURES (#19) 
 Many of us probably don’t know that in our Archives 
here in Rome we have more than 200 black boxes. Some 
of those treasures have seen the light of day in many 
publications, but there are still others waiting to been 
seen… 

(An air guitar #19)  

Do homeopathic remedies really work? While many doubt  
the effectiveness of such a treatment, others strongly 
believe that this “medicine” really works miracles. From 
what we have learned reading the letters of Fr. Peter 
Semenenko, it seems that he leaned more toward the 
latter group. Moreover, as we read in his letters, he also, 
on a few occasions, was trying to convince others about 
the benefits of homeopathy… In his letter to Fr. Valerian 
Kalinka he wrote, “I’m convinced, or at least I have a 

strong desire, that homeopathy can help you. I know  homeopathy well and I know what it is able to 
do […] with homeopathy you could live four and five times longer than you now think you would live 
“(ACRR 3111). However from the next letter, it seems Fr. Valerian wasn’t so eager to follow Fr. Peter’s 
advice (ACRR 389).   
 Are there any particular cases which show that  Fr. Peter was successful using homeopathy? In 
his diary on May 3, 1881, he wrote,  “Fr. Antoni Lechert, arrived from Vinnica in the morning. He was 
seriously sick to the stomach, he had some bleeding. I gave him homeopathic Merc. Viv. 6.  [a name 
of the remedy]. After two hours he was well again, after an 8-day painful illness. Deo gratias. Truly 
the Lord Jesus guided the choice of medicine”. But on another occasion (Fr. Peter) telling of  his 
suffering from fever and ague, he says that after taking some remedies he was still sick for fourteen 
days”. 
 So did homeopathy really work? Looking at the principles of this alternative “medicine” and 
at the way its remedies are prepared, it is so difficult to “believe” that it could work more than as a 
simple placebo. It seems that this is the point: homeopathy is not really about science and hard 
facts, it is a question of believing in a certain doctrine based on some unproven axioms. Since the 
medical treatment in the 19th century was to “a large extent crude and ineffective” homeopathy 
causing no harm, made the patients less likely to be harmed by the treatment that was supposed to 
be helping them (cfr. Ernst E., Homeopathy Revisited, Arch. Intern. Med.,1996). Because of that, it 
would appear that homeopathy seemed to be more effective than the orthodox medicine at that 
time.  
 In my opinion, and I’m just repeating those of others, homeopathy  is nothing more than the 
“air guitar” of medicine. It seems to be one of the most absurd forms of fake medicine out there.  
Would Fr. Peter be happy with this strong opinion? Probably he would tell us what he wrote to Fr. 
Thomas Brzeska: “I will not say anything more about homeopathy, because I see once and for all  
that you do not believe in it.” (ACRR 2111, this letter is attached below).  
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An extract from the letter of Fr. Peter Semenenko to Fr. Thomas Brzeska, dated September 15, 1884, 
ACRR 2111) 

“[.,..]One thing did not console me - that you are writing to me about the fever that comes back to 
you. I will not say anything more about homeopathy, because I see once and for all  that you do not 
believe in it. So, I'm just praying to Jesus that he would drive the fever away from you.”
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